**Stick the Sticky**

**Challenge**
Your TASK is to create a device which attaches sticky notes to a wall, then demonstrate your device for the appraisers.

**Time**
You will have up to 4 minutes to use your IMAGINATION and PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS to create your device, then 1 minute to demonstrate your device to the appraisers.

**Procedure**
Part One (4 minutes): Use the materials on the table to create your device.

Part Two (1 minute): Use your device to attach sticky notes to the wall

**Materials**
20 sticky notes  12” of string  3 rubber bands  yardstick
2 pieces of newspaper  5 paperclips  3 chenille sticks

**Scoring**
A. 5 points for each sticky note attached to the wall
B. 30 points for the creativity of your device
C. 10 points if no team member touches the sticky notes during Part Two
D. 20 points for how well your team works together

Note to TM: For an extra challenge use a large sheet of paper to draw a target on the wall and give the team additional score for every sticky note placed in the middle of the target.